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Abstract

The spacing between cells and dendrites in directional solidification of binary alloys is analyzed and controlled

experimentally. An organic alloy analogue with laser dye allows in situ imaging and perturbations of the cell and

dendrite structure. Perturbations permit accurate control of the microstructure, either by guiding the initial formation

of the pattern or by triggering subcritical transitions between stable microstructures. This control of microstructure

through perturbation allows us to investigate the modes of instability of crystal growth patterns.

r 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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This experimental study focuses on control of
microstructures which develop during directional
solidification of binary alloys. In directional
solidification, the material is solidified by pulling
it through a temperature gradient. For dilute
binary alloys the solid–liquid interface is planar
at low pulling speeds, and forms cellular and
dendritic arrays at increasing speed [1]. The shape
of this interface is reflected in the microstructure of
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the resulting alloy, and influences the material
properties of the alloy. Changes in pulling speed,
temperature gradient, or alloy composition pro-
vide coarse control of the microstructure, but
often only to within a factor two or less and with
great uncertainties at transitions between patterns
such as the cell-dendrite transition, since they often
exibit strong hysteresis. Here we demonstrate that
a local perturbation technique can provide accu-
rate control of the microstructure. We show that
this technique also provides valuable quantitative
data on microstructure stability.
A schematic phase diagram based on experi-

mental observations [2,3] and consistent with
d.
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Fig. 1. Schematic phase diagram of the solid–liquid interface

pattern as a function of growth speed V and interdendritic

spacing l:
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numerical results [4,5] is shown in Fig. 1. It shows
the solid–liquid interface pattern as a function of
growth speed V and interdendritic spacing l: A
range of l of cellular and dendritic arrays is stable
at a given V ; and the stable l decreases with
increasing V : The transition from stable cellular to
dendritic regions (critical surface marked as a
dotted line) was found to be supercritical [6].
Within the range of stable l; the selected l and
structure exhibit strong hysteresis [7]. The arrows
I, II, III, and IV indicate transitions from one state
to another, and will be discussed below.
Our study shows how l can be selected in a

controlled way at the start of solidification, and
how it can be adjusted dynamically. The investiga-
tion focuses on the regime close to the cell to
dendrite transition, where dendrites interact
strongly with each other.
As an alloy model system, we use the organic

crystal Succinonitrile (SCN) with the laser dye
Coumarin152 (C152) added in small concentration
of 0:31 wt% [1]. C152 can absorb sufficient energy
under UV light or laser illumination to locally heat
the sample. This local heating perturbs the inter-
face pattern and thus the C152 concentration field
as explained in more detail in Refs. [1,8]. Such
local perturbations through heating were first
employed in solidification experiments by Qian
and Cummins [9]. We use UV light spots (100W
mercury lamp) with controlled masks that gen-
erate UV light patterns or up to 200 independently
moveable laser spots from a holographic laser
tweezer to locally heat the sample (Bioryx200 from
Arryx Inc.,0:222W total power, 532 nm). The
sizes of the heated region depends on the
magnification of the microscope objective, through
which both UV and laser light is guided to the
sample. Laser spot sizes are of the order of 10 mm
and UV spot sizes are 652350 mm with 4�
magnification objectives.
We study a 100 mm � 2 mm � 20 cm sample

filled and sealed under vacuum. In our study the
temperature gradient G is varied from 4:4 K=cm to
30:2 K=cm; and the pulling speed, which is the
same as the crystal growth speed V in steady state,
is varied from 0.9 to 31:0 mm=s:
We emphasize that we use thermal perturba-

tions to control an interface whose shape is
otherwise determined from solute diffusion. In
order to allow the solute field to adjust to the
altered interface shape, it is hence necessary to
apply the perturbations for some time comparable
to the solute diffusion time between two laser
spots, i.e. of order 1 min for 200 mm separated
spots. This approach should generally work if the
perturbation is applied long enough to allow
adjustment of the solute field.

Planar to pattern transitions: The best time to
control l of cellular or dendritic arrays accurately
is during the inital instability, when crystal growth
starts. Here, we selectively heat regions in the
liquid ahead of the solid–liquid interface by
applying a row of uniformly spaced UV spots
while the interface undergoes a planar to dendritic
transition (Fig. 2). The UV light spots have
Gaussian intensity profile with width of about a
quarter of the distance between the spots, which
effectively form a sinusoidal perturbation. We
have not yet investigated the dependence on spot
size systematically, but we find that for spot sizes
much smaller than the spacing between spots (e.g.
using laser spots), the resulting interdendritic
spacing becomes less uniform. Simulations and
theoretical analyses have indicated that for opti-
mal control of the shape of the planar front
perturbations should be applied a distance of the
order of the diffusion length ahead of the front
[10]. Here, even though we want to trigger a
controlled instability, we also find that positioning
the UV perturbations approximately one diffusion
length (45 mm at V ¼ 10 mm=sÞ ahead of the
interface works best. The position of UV spots is
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Fig. 2. Uniform dendritic arrays with controlled interdendritic spacing l are obtained through spatially periodic UV perturbations
(bright spots). UV spots: (a) spacing 235 mm; Gaussian width 70 mm; duration 247 s; (b) spacing 190 mm; Gaussian width 65 mm;
duration 434 s:
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manually adjusted in the z-direction, but fixed in
the x-direction. Although the UV spots heat the
sample by less thanB0:2 Kðo0:1% of the melting
temperature and o1:2% of the latent heat/specific
heat ratio of SCN) the dendrites align between UV
spots and form a regular array. When the
perturbation is removed, the dendritic array
remains uniform and stable. Different l can be
selected by varying the spacing of UV spots.
Through such perturbations any l in the stable
regime of the phase diagram can be accurately
selected.
With time an initially broad distribution of l of

the order of the wavelength of the planar
instability changes into a sharp distribution
peaked at the spacing imposed by the UV spot
array. The standard deviation of interdendritic
spacings dl (Fig. 3a) for the controlled arrays
approaches nearly zero while dl for the non-
controlled array decreases more slowly and stays
far from zero. In general, the appropriate number
of dendrites is established at an early stage before
dl reaches a steady state as the system adjusts l
continuously (Fig. 3b). This influence of control
on l is more useful in dendritic arrays at low
temperature gradients, where the range of stable l
is broad due to the strong interaction between
sidebranches [2].

Pattern to pattern transitions: Transitions from
one stable pattern to another are also possible.
Fig. 4a shows an array of cells close to the cell to
dendrite transition. This pattern is stable; small
perturbations like the ones applied to a planar
front are no longer sufficient to control the
microstructure. Instead, large perturbations are
needed to alter the microstructure as shown in Fig.
4. Under strong spatially periodic perturbation of
every other cell a transition to a stable dendritic
array is observed (Fig. 4c). This corresponds to the
transition I in Fig. 1.
The necessary perturbation strength can be

quantified from the response to small perturba-
tions [11]. Fig. 5 shows a plot of the modulation
amplitude x; i.e. the difference in tip position
between perturbed and unperturbed cells (see Fig.
4a), after perturbations of various strengths are
applied to every other tip. A third order amplitude
equation suffices to characterize the time evolution
of x during this cell–dendrite transition:

dxðtÞ
dt

¼ a0xðtÞ þ a1 xðtÞj j2xðtÞ: ð1Þ
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Fig. 3. (a) The standard deviation of interdendritic spacings dl
decreases to zero more rapidly under perturbations than in a

reference experiment without perturbation. (same run as in Fig.

2; small and large l correspond to (a) and (b), respectively) (b)
The number of dendrites reaches a steady state at an early stage

while dl shows continuous adjustment toward uniform l before
and after that (G ¼ 7:5K=cm;V ¼ 8:8 mm=s).

Fig. 4. Guiding the crystal growth pattern through perturbations: a st

perturbation of every other tip (UV spots: spacing 386 mm; Gaussia
another stable microstructure, a dendritic array (c).
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Here a0 and a1 are linear and third order growth
coefficients, respectively. Both a0 and a1 depend on
the wavelength of the perturbation (i.e. the spacing
between UV spots) and the spacing between cells
or dendrites, but do not depend on the strength of
the perturbation.
Small x decay exponentially. When x starts

above a critical value, x grows with time, leading
to the period doubling transition shown in Fig. 4
(note that the third order amplitude equation can
able cellular interface pattern (a) is perturbed through localized

n width 96 mm; duration 40 s). This triggers a transition (b) to
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Fig. 5. Modulation amplitude x vs time after perturbations
with different strength. The band indicates the critical

amplitude with uncertainty. The bottom two lines show weak

perturbation, which lead to a decaying x: The top three lines
show the growth of x (which leads to period doubling) after
strong perturbations. (G ¼ 4:4K=cm;V ¼ 5:9 mm=s).
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only describe that inital amplitudes above a critical
threshold grow, and does not capture the transi-
tion to a new stable pattern). The critical initial
amplitude from Eq. (1) is given by xC ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�a0=a1

p
:

Nonlinear fitting of the decaying x for the dashed
line shown in Fig. 5 yields a value of xC ¼ 78:4 mm
(shown as a band), in good agreement with the
amplitude at which perturbations grow.

Other transitions: It is also possible to trigger a
transition from a stable dendritic array to a period
doubled dendritic array as indicated by the arrow
II in Fig. 1. Experimentally transitions to other
than period doubled patterns require stronger
perturbations, which is not surprising since period
doubling has been found to be the most unstable
mode of the system [12].
In addition, a period halving transition from a

dendritic to a cellular array can be triggered
through very strong UV perturbation on every
tip but this transition is less accurately controllable
(Fig. 6).
We could not trigger a cell to cell transition in

several experiments in a parameter range, which
corresponds to the transition III in Fig. 1, where
one might most likely expect such a period
doubling instability. This observation, and the
visual indication e.g. in Fig. 4b that sidebranches
prevent the perturbed cells from recovering, point
to the important role of sidebranches for array
stability and selection. We will present other
experimental results in support of this assumption
in detail elsewhere [13].
Fig. 6. A period halving transition from a dendritic to a cellular array

UV spots: spacing 386 mm; Gaussian width 96 mm; duration 76 s:
Transient structures: Perturbations can also
transiently generate microstructures with unsus-
tainably large or small l (for example, the
transition IV in Fig. 1). This allows us to study
what instability modes limit the range of stable l:
In Fig. 7 dendritic and cellular arrays are forced to
have l larger than the upper limit of stable
spacings lMax under spatially periodic perturba-
tion of every other dendrite or cell.
For dendrites l is limited above lMax by

sidebranches that lead to additional dendrites, an
instability that is preceeded by sideway tip oscilla-
tions (Fig. 7a). For cells, l is limited by a tip
splitting instability (Fig. 7b). For both cells and
dendrites, a period doubling instability provides a
minimum stable lMin: Through repeated perturba-
tions on cellular or dendritic arrays of different
interdendritic spacing, the perturbation technique
can indicate the range of stable l and the mode of
instability (e.g. oscillatory or tip splitting).

Non-periodic structures: Control of non-periodic
microstructures requires more complex spatio-
temporal perturbations. For our model alloy, a
new holographic laser tweezer system provides up
to 200 independently movable laser spots. Fig. 8
shows the laser spots applied to a cellular front.
Through appropriate positioning and motion of
the perturbation points, we continuously increase
the local interdendritic spacing l around a
dendrite or a cell in an array. When the local l
reaches a threshold value, the array reduces l by
either growing sidebranches or tip splitting. The
is triggered through very strong UV perturbation on every tip.
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Fig. 7. Arrays with l larger than the stable range can be
generated transiently through perturbations (second image

from below) but the unstable array returns to smaller l by
growing sidebranches (left) or tip splitting (right).

Fig. 8. Control of non-periodic structures: the local l is

continuously increased by independently movable laser spots

(40 mm in diameter) until the system adjusts l through

instabilities— (a) sidebranch growing and (b) tip splitting.

The arrows indicate the controlled motion of laser spots.
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critical l where these instabilities occur is in good
agreement with lMax obtained by the method of
step-increase of the growth speed [2]. This
indicates that in our parameter range of strongly
interacting dendrites, array stability is mostly
determined by nearest neighbor interactions.
In summary, we have studied experimentally

how to use thermal perturbations to accurately
control solute diffusion generated cellular and
dendritic arrays in directional solidification of a
model binary alloy SCN-C152. Spatially periodic
thermal perturbations during the initial instability
create controlled arrays of cells or dendrites with
any desired interdendritic spacing in the stable
range. Large perturbations can trigger a transition
from one stable state to another stable state.
Finally, perturbations allow us to temporarily
trigger l that is outside of the stable range. This
has allowed us to find tip splitting and side-
branching as the modes of instability at l greater
than lMax; and period doubling instabilities at l
smaller than lMin: Holographic techniques are
used to generate controlled, non-periodic struc-
tures.
Recent experimental results point to the possi-

bility of controlling real metallic alloys using
similar techniques. Global perturbations through
pressure pulses might be sufficient for control of
periodic microstructures by exploiting temporal
resonances [14]. X-ray imaging of dendritic growth
has provided in situ imaging of pattern formation
[15]. We thus anticipate that the control and
analysis techniques shown in this paper could be
applied to metallic alloys using interference
patterns of X-rays of a wavelength that gets
partially absorbed, or using other means of
perturbations that can penetrate the material such
as ultrasound or microwave radiation.
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